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Review Checklist
Yes 
No
1.         Is the EP content consistent with the Guidance for the ODOT Environmental Prospectus? [note where content is inconsistent with guidance]
2.         Does the EP include the appropriate amount of detail relative to the scope of the project? [note where detail may be insufficient]
3.         Are the check box responses for Potentially Required Permits, Approvals, and Clearances consistent with the content of the corresponding resource/discipline section(s)? [note any inconsistencies]
4.         Is the Preliminary NEPA Classification supported by the content of the EP? [note where classification appears to be incorrect]
5.         Are the correct CE categories identified for the project? [note where an applicable CE category is not identified, or where an identified CE category appears to be incorrect.] 
6.    Document is free of spelling errors.
7.         Document is free of grammatical errors.
*  If any check box is checked "No", provide constructive explanations in the comment box for the Preparer. Preparers should provide responses to the Reviewer's comments, or answers to the Reviewer's questions. Preparers should also state the changes made to the EP Document based on Reviewer's comments.
Note: Number the comments according to the review item above; use "General" if comment is for general purposes such as suggestions or questions for the Preparer. Reviewer is encouraged to provide responses to Preparer in this box.
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